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The Impact of Delgamuukw 
Guidelines in Atlantic Canada

JAMES (SÁKÉJ) YOUNGBLOOD HENDERSON*

In Delgamuukw v. British Columbia,1 the Supreme Court of Canada af-
firmed the inherent meaning of Aboriginal tenure (or title) and acknowl-
edged its role in constitutional analysis. The message from the modern
framers of the Constitution of Canada and the Supreme Court is that Ab-
original law, tenure and rights as well as treaty rights constitute a distinct
constitutional order in s. 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982,2 with its
own implicate architecture, sources, traditions, and texts, that require
constitutional equality with the other parts. The Supreme Court has
found Aboriginal tenure is inherent in s. 35(1); its existence is constitu-
tionally entrenched. All legislatures, Crown officials, and courts have the
duty to protect Aboriginal tenure as part of the “supreme law of Canada”
under s. 52(1); to relieve them of their duty would deny constitutional
supremacy and its commitment to the rule of law.3

In Delgamuukw, the Supreme Court established “guidelines” for
governments and courts to evaluate and protect Aboriginal tenure be-
cause it found the trial court’s factual findings unreliable and ordered
a new trial. The Court recognized these parallel land tenures have al-
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ways existed in North America, that both sovereigns sought to recon-
cile the two land tenure systems by consensual treaties in the law of
nations and British prerogative law, and that unpurchased Aboriginal
tenure has not been extinguished or superseded by Canadian law.

The Delgamuukw guidelines affirm and recognize that Aboriginal
tenure is sui generis tenure: an Aboriginal law generated system of land
tenure protected by s. 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982. The sources,
content, and meaning of a sui generis tenure exist not only in their phys-
ical possession on the land but also in Aboriginal worldviews, languag-
es, laws, perspectives, and practices. A sui generis tenure does not take
its source or meanings from European, British, Canadian law or prac-
tice, and exists independently of any recognition of the tenure. The
Court has stressed it would be a mistake to seek answers to this sui ge-
neris legal system by drawing analogies to British property law or con-
fusing it with doctrine of Crown tenure. The Dickson and Lamer
Courts have rejected the inappropriate terminology and misleading cat-
egorization of content and proof of Aboriginal tenure of the older judi-
cial precedent.

The Delgamuukw guidelines declare that Aboriginal tenure is a real
property right in Canadian law: “the right to the land itself” that is dis-
tinguishable from Aboriginal rights.4 Aboriginal tenure is the equiva-
lent of the Crown’s original title or tenure in British law. It is created
by the overarching Aboriginal legal system that organizes all Aboriginal
occupation and uses of land. Chief Justice Antonio Lamer declared the
exclusive right to the use and occupation of land in an Aboriginal peo-
ple means “the exclusion of both non-aboriginals and members of oth-
er aboriginal nations.” 5 According to Aboriginal law, Aboriginal tenure
is an “exclusive” right that is capable of being shared with other Ab-
original nations; but it is not controlled by the common law principles
of exclusivity.6

The Court identified three “component rights” of Aboriginal tenure:

First, aboriginal title encompasses the right to exclusive use and
occupation of land; second, aboriginal title encompasses the right
to choose to what uses land can be put, subject to the ultimate lim-
itation that those uses cannot destroy the ability of the land to sus-
tain future generations of aboriginal peoples; and third, the lands
held pursuant to aboriginal title have an inescapable economic
component.7

As no other property right in Canada has been accorded constitutional
protection, Aboriginal tenure and its component rights can prevent
others from intruding on their lands.8 These component rights carry a
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constitutional fiduciary duty to Canadian governments, which are en-
titled to equal protection of the law. If these component rights conflict
with other constitutional authorities or rights, they may be subject to
judicial reconciliation without the necessity of extinguishing Aborigi-
nal rights.

The application of these guidelines to Atlantic Canada reveals that
Aboriginal tenure was vested and reserved for the Aboriginal nations,
tribes and peoples by compacts and treaties with the sovereign. More-
over, the sovereign by prerogative legislation prohibited any colonial or
individual interference with these reserved tenures. Crown estates or
settlements are derived from the treaty reconciliations, and remain part
of the unpurchased Aboriginal tenure.9

The Wabanaki and Míkmaw compacts and treaties in Atlantic Can-
ada specifically reserved their Aboriginal tenure. The sovereign ex-
pressly reserved their exclusive tenure in imperial law. In the British
written version of the 1693 treaty, the sagamores and chief captains of
the Confederacy agreed to allow British settlements under their Ab-
original law and tenure:

That their Majesties’ subjects the British shall and may peaceably
and quietly enter upon, improve, and for ever enjoy all and singular
their rights of lands, and former settlements and possessions with
the eastern part of the said province of Massachusets [sic] Bay,
without any pretension or claims by us, or any other Indians, and
be in no wise molested, interrupted or disturbed by them.10

Additionally, this treaty provision affirmed colonial government within
the Aboriginal territory. Article 3 of the 1713-14 treaties affirmed these
settlements in Massachusetts Bay,11 and the sovereign clarified and re-
served the Aboriginal territory and free liberties back to 1693 treaty
standard:

Saving unto the said Indians their own Grounds, & free liberty for
Hunting, Fishing, Fowling and all other their Lawful Liberties &
Privileges, as on the eleventh day of August in the year of our Lord
God One thousand six hundred & ninety three.12

The Wabanaki Compact (1725), concluded at Boston,13 acknowl-
edged the Wabanaki tribes were friends and subjects of the king, the
British treaty commissioners candidly admitted they were not success-
ful in getting the tribes to recognize King George as the sole owner and
proprietor of New England and Nova Scotia.14 The compact affirmed
the existing treaties, but clarified article 3 of the 1713-14 treaties by
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dividing it into two separate articles, 3 and 4.15 Article 3 of the Wabana-
ki Compact continued the treaty promises to British subjects:

Shall and may peaceably and quietly enter upon Improve and for-
ever enjoy all the singular Rights of God and former settlements[,]
properties and possessions within the Eastern parts of the said
province of the Massachusetts Bay Together with all Islands, in-
letts[,] Shoars [sic,] Beaches and Fishery within the same without
any molestation or claim by us or any other Indians and be in no
way molested[,] interrupted or disturbed therein.16 

Article 4 emphasized the reservation of Aboriginal “lands, Liberties
and properties” to the tribes:

Saving unto the Penobscot, Naridgwalk and other Tribes within
His Majesty’s province aforesaid and their natural Descendants re-
spectively all their lands, Liberties and properties not by them con-
vey’d or sold to or possessed by any of the British subjects as
aforesaid. As also the privilege of fishing, hunting, and fowling as
formerly.17

Lieutenant Governor Dummer summarized his understanding of the
land reservation clause in the following words:

That the said Indians shall Peaceably Enjoy all their Lands & Prop-
erty which have not been by them Conveyed and Sold unto, or pos-
sessed by the British & be no ways Molested or Disturbed in their
planting or Improvement And further that there be allowed them
the free Liberty and Privilege of Hunting Fishing & Fowling, as for-
merly.

And whereas it is the full Resolution of this Government that the
Indians shall have no Injustice done them respecting their Lands.18

By these treaty terms, the sovereign, the colonialists and the Confeder-
acy agreed that in any dispute over land titles, the British subjects
would carry the burden of proving their title by lawful purchase. “[I]f
there should be any Dispute or Controversy hereafter between the Brit-
ish and you respecting the Titles or Claims of Land,” the treaty com-
mission told the Wabanaki leaders, “after a fair and lawful tryal, if the
British cannot make out & prove their Title to the Lands Controverted
they shall disclaim them; But if the British can make out their Titles
then the Indian shall Disclaim the Lands so Controverted.” 19
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Lieutenant Governor Dummer summarized his understanding of
the reconciliation clause in the following words:

I do therefore assure them that the several Claims or Titles (or so
many of them as can be then had and Obtained) of the British to
the Lands in that part of this Province shall be produced at the Rat-
ification of the present Treaty by a Committee to be appointed by
this Court in their present Session, and Care be taken as far as pos-
sible to make out the same to the satisfaction of the Indians and to
distinguish & Ascertain what Lands belong to the British in Order
to effectual prevention of any Contention or Misunderstanding on
that Head for the future.20

Loron, one of the treaty negotiators in a 1751 treaty conference stated
his understanding of the treaty: “Govr Dummer’s treaty says we shan’t
loose a Foot of Ground.” 21 Any British settler claim to contested land
would have to be proved a title deriving from lawful purchase from the
Wabanaki tribes, not the imperial sovereign.

Additionally, the British commissioners proposed to the Confedera-
cy that an executed instrument in the name of the Government be deliv-
ered to the Confederacy “distinguishing and securing all your Rights.” 22

The treaty commissioners suggested to the Massachusetts House of Rep-
resentatives the establishment of a “Committee of able Faithful and Dis-
interested Persons” by the Government to “receive and adjust the claims
of Lands in the parts Eastward of Sagadahock & Amoroscoggin Rivers &
above Merry Meeting Bay,” the only valid British settlement area under
the compact.23 The House read and accepted the proposal and returned
them as Instructions to the treaty Commissioners.24 The Commissioners
stated that within twelve months of the conclusion of this “Treaty of Pac-
ification,” the commissioners would “ascertain the bounds of such
claims & Challenges,” “with a number of Indian chiefs appointed for that
purpose.” 25 “Before their Just right & Title hath been duly Enquired into
& made Manifest, & the Indians have had the full knowledge & under-
standing of such rights & Title,” the commissioners stated that no Brit-
ish settlements were to be made beyond those lands.26 The Confederacy
was ambivalent about the proposed claims commission concept, desiring
the clarification document, but doubting the process, which was too
much like a treaty conference. The Speaker informed the Commissioners
that they could not accept the claims commission because such action
would go “beyond our Instructions” from the Confederacy.27

The initial imperial Charter of 1621 and the 1717 and 1719 Com-
mission to the Governors of Nova Scotia ordered the Governor to “send
for the several heads of the said Indian Nations or clans, and promise
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them friendship and protection of His Majesty part.” 28 Having made no
existing treaties with Great Britain and wishing to remain nonaligned,29

the Míkmaw delegates rejected the treaty no. 239 terms offered by the
Nova Scotia delegates.30 After hearing the new terms, the Míkmaq stat-
ed their own understanding of the words: they were supposed to “pay
all the respect & Duty to the King of Great Britain as we did to ye King
of France, but we reckon our selves a free People and are not bound.”31

On 15 December 1725, the Nova Scotia treaty commission, Major Paul
Mascarene, in the Council Chamber in Boston, often new terms, which
promised that the “Indian shall not be molested in their persons, Hunt-
ing[,] Fishing and Planting Grounds nor in any other their lawfull Oc-
cassions by His Majesty’s subject or their Dependents.” 32 The Míkmaq
Delegates agreed to ratify the Wabanaki Compact at Annapolis Royal.

On 4 June 1726, the “Chiefs and Representatives [...] with full
power and authority, by an unanimous consent and Desire of the said
Indian Tribes, are come in Compliance with the Articles Stipulated by
our Delegates as aforesaid” and do “Solemnly confirm & Ratify” the
“1725 Compact.” 33 Many copies of the ensuing 1726 ratification trea-
ties exist, the multiple iterations and fragmentation of the treaties cre-
ate many interpretative problems.34 For unexplained reasons, the
British scribes divided the Míkmaw ratification treaties into two sepa-
rate documents: the first labeled “British to Indians,” 35 the second la-
beled “Indians to British.” 36 Over one hundred Aboriginal peoples
signed the agreement, some identifying themselves as chiefs of the
Mikmaw Nation. Among those signing were the Chief and Delegates
from “Cape Sable,” the Chief of Annapolis Royal, Chignecto, Minas,
Cape Breton and Newfoundland.37 Thus, it was said that “all the Nova
Scotia Tribes” entered into the compact.38

In the “British to Indians” written version of the treaty,39 “His Most
Sacred Majesty, George of great Brittain” promised the Míkmaq district
chiefs “all Marks of Favour, Protection & Friendship.” The written text
of the treaty mistranscribed Nova Scotia’s treaty commissioner Mas-
carene promises: “And I do further promise in the name of His honour
the Lt Gov. R of the Province in Behalf of this Said Government, That
the Said Indians shall not be Molested in their persons, Hunting, Fish-
ing, [and Shooting &] Planting on their planting Grounds nor in any
other Lawfull Occasions, by his Majesty’s Subjects or their
Dependants.” 40 The sovereign promised legal enforcement of the treaty:

[...] if any Indian are Injured by any of his Majesty’s Subjects or
their Dependants they shall have Satisfaction and Reparation made
to them According to his Majesty’s Law: Where of the Indians shall
have the Benefit Equally with his Majesty’s other subjects.41
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By ratifying the Wabanki compact, the prerogative treaties, the “great
King’s Talk,” recognized and affirmed Aboriginal tenure as a reserved
for the chiefs, and granted peaceful occupation to those British settlers
who had acquired an interest in Míkmaw tenure by a fair, honest, and
consensual purchase. 

Distinct from the private enterprises such as Massachusetts Bay
colony and New England, the sovereign affirmed the unceded and un-
purchased Aboriginal tenure in the prerogative commission creating the
royal colony of the Nova Scotia.42 The 1749 Commission to Cornwallis,
establishing the royal colony of Nova Scotia, renewed the 1719 order re-
quiring treaty of friendship and protection with the Indian nations and
provided no grants of land in fee simple for land already disposed of by
the sovereign, i.e. the reserved Aboriginal “lands, Liberties and proper-
ties” of the Wabanaki Confederacy and Míkmaq Nation. The first condi-
tion of the commission stated the governor was “directed to make
grants of such land in fee simple as are not already disposed of by his
Majesty to any person that shall apply to you for the same.” 43 Secondly,
as a condition antecedent, the sovereign required that before the gover-
nor could grant any such land to British subjects, he had “by & with the
advice and consent of our said Council to settle and agree with the In-
habitants of our Province for such Lands, Tenements, & hereditaments
as now are or hereafter shall be in our power to dispose of.” 44 

Reading these provisions together, the original constitution of Nova
Scotia confirms that the reserved Aboriginal tenure could not be granted
in fee simple by the governor, since they were already reserved for the
Wabanaki Confederacy and Mikmaq nation. The Nova Scotia council had
to settle and agree with the Mikmaw nation before any fee simple grants
could be issued to colonists of their protected treaty lands.

This “settle and agree” provision, an affirmation of the treaty order
established in the Wabanaki Compact, witnessed an elaboration of the
requirement of fair and honest purchase of Aboriginal tenure by the
Governor for the British sovereign. It also prevented any private pur-
chase of Aboriginal tenure. Only if the Míkmaw Nation sold their an-
cient tenure and the Governor bought it for the Crown through
prerogative treaties45 could the Governor grant lands to the British set-
tlers in fee simple. 

The mandatory Governor-in-Council property agreement and set-
tlement with the Aboriginal nations or tribes under the 1749 Commis-
sion, presumably by treaties, were reinforced by other prerogative
limitations on the exercise of colonial authority by the Crown. First,
His Majesty made all potential legislative power subject to the “further
powers” of Royal Instructions and Commands under “our signet & sign
manual or by order in our privy Council.” Thus, the continuing super-
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vision of Nova Scotia was to be carried out by the King-in-Council
alone, acting through the issuance of prerogative Instructions. Second,
the Commission also included a repugnancy clause; it required all law,
statutes, and ordinances to be made “agreeable to the Laws and Stat-
utes of this our Kingdom of Great Britain.”

Thus, the relevant rules and principles of the United Kingdom’s
public law were also limitations of the colonial authorities and legisla-
tures.46 A crucial part of the Statutes of Great Britain was the Statute of
Frauds,47 which made written documents necessary in all transfer of le-
gal estates, and applied to purchases of Aboriginal allodial tenure to the
sovereign. In the subsequent treaties, however, the Míkmaw Nation
did not yield up or sell their land to the Crown; they only agreed to
small British settlements within their Aboriginal tenure.48 Between Au-
gust 13-15, 1749, at a Council meeting held on board the ship, the
Beaufort Transport, Cornwallis entered into a renewal “upon the same
footing” as the 1726 treaty with the Chignecto Míkmaq.49 The exist-
ence of Aboriginal tenure in Atlantic Canada is a question of law rather
than a question of fact as in British Columbia, since it was recognized
and established by these imperial compact and treaties.

In Atlantic Canada, colonial law has viewed Aboriginal tenure as a
part of the Crown tenure, not as a distinct or sui generis land tenure sys-
tem recognized and vested in the Aboriginal nations and tribes in pre-
rogative treaties. The Supreme Court’s insight that Aboriginal tenure
is a separate tenure from the common law tenure affirms the treaty rec-
onciliation and resolves the third party interests under Crown grants as
an issue of revenue sharing between the federal and provincial govern-
ments and Aboriginal peoples.

Most provinces of Atlantic Canada were created different than
British Columbia. The constitution of Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
and Prince Edward Island were created by prerogative instruments and
consist of treaty, royal commission and instruction to governors, and
proclamation.50 Prince Edward Island in 1873 and Newfoundland in
1949 admission to Canada was effected by an imperial statute and is
similar to British Columbia.51

In the 1751 treaty negotiation with the Wabanaki Confederacy,
Nova Scotia’s treaty commissioner Mascarene invited the Wabanaki
and “Micquemaques” to come to Chibucto to make peace, Mongaret of
the Wabanaki Confederation said he would carry the message to
them.52 In the 1752 negotiations, Grand Chief Cope told the Nova
Scotia council that the Míkmaq “should be paid for the land which the
British had settled upon in this Country.” 53 He agreed to “bring the
other tribes of the Mickmack nation” to the treaty conference.54 The
Nova Scotia Council prepared an answer to the other tribes, in French
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and English, and promised that the Council “will not suffer that you be
hinder from Hunting or Fishing in this Country as you have been use
to do” and no person shall “hinder their settlements,” especially on the
“River Shibenaccadie,” nor shall meddle with the land where you
are.” 55 On 22 November 1752, the Míkmaw chiefs affirmed the existing
Wabanaki Compact (1725), and their 1726 and 1749 ratification trea-
ties thus creating the Míkmaw Compact (1752).56 

The Míkmaw Compact explicitly incorporated and continued the
terns if Wabanaki Compact that reserved all Míkmaw lands, liberties,
and properties to the Míkmaq that had not been conveyed or sold to the
British in 1693, when no British subject possessed any land in Acadia
or had purchased any of the Aboriginal tenure.57 The Míkmaw Compact
made the reserved Aboriginal tenure was a vested right by the treaty
and an integral part of the constitutional law of the provinces. The
Compact did not convey any Míkmaw tenure to the Crown or subjects;
it merely accommodated the existing lawful settlements and provided
compensation for their use of settlement lands.58

The Compact provided that British civil law, rather than political
action, expressly protected the reservation of Míkmaw tenure. In an in-
novative treaty article, Article 8 provided that the Míkmaq were to be
treated as equals to the British subjects and that in any controversy the
Míkmaq would be protected in their treaty rights in “His Majesty’s
Courts of Civil Judicature.” 59 This is a unique provision in Georgian
treaties; the Míkmaw rejected political solutions and criminal law of
the Wabanaki Compact in favour of civil remedies.60 This legal imple-
mentation provision made the protection of the reserved Aboriginal
tenure a vested legal right.

Six years after the compact, on 2 October 1758, and pursuant to
the authority delegated to the sovereign by the Míkmaq, a legislative
Assembly was convened in Nova Scotia. British constitutional conven-
tions establish 1758 as the date of the reception of the British law in
old Nova Scotia as a settled colony61 that included New Brunswick.62

British law was imported, except to the extent that the law was unsuit-
able to the circumstances of the colony, as for example, when inconsis-
tent with the existing compact and treaties with the Aboriginal
nations.63 Since the Míkmaw Compact and its ratification treaties were
an existing prerogative act made before the date of reception of the
British common law,64 no colonial legislation was required to imple-
ment the provisions of the compact and treaties. The compacts and
treaties were imperial obligations and part of the existing prerogative
constitution of Nova Scotia.65 

After the end of the Seven Years War between the British and
French,66 in 1760, a Míkmaw delegation from French jurisdictions met
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with Governor-Chief Justice Belcher and the Legislative Assembly to
renew and extend the compact to all parts of the Atlantic Canada pre-
vious held by the French.67 The 1760 treaty affirmed the previous com-
pact and treaties, specifically the legal protection of Aboriginal tenure
by British law. Chief Justice Belcher described of the legal nature of pro-
tection and allegiance under the compact and treaties:

Protection and allegiance are fastened together by links. If a link is
broken the chain will be loose. You must preserve this chain entire
on your part by fidelity and obedience to the Great King George the
Third, and then you will have the security of his Royal Arm to de-
fend you. I meet you now as His Majesty’s graciously honored Ser-
vant in Government and in His Royal Name to receive at this Pillar,
your public vows of obedience to build a covenant of Peace with
you, as upon the immovable rock of Sincerity and Truth, to free
you from the chains of Bondage, and to place you in the wide and
fruitful Field of British Liberty.68

The “Field of British liberties,” Belcher promised the assembled
chiefs, would be “free from the baneful weeds of Fraud and
Subtlety.” 69 To ensure this, “[t]he Laws will be like a great Hedge
about your Rights and properties—if any break this Hedge to hurt or
injure you, the heavy weight of the Law will fall upon them and furnish
their disobedience.” 70 

The Míkmaw Compact, the inherited British Statutes of Frauds,71

the 1761 Instructions,72 and the 1763 Proclamation73 protected the Ab-
original “lands, Liberties and properties” from any new settlements, in-
terference or encroachment by colonial legislative assemblies,
executive council, and the colonialists. Because of complaints to the
British sovereign that “settlements had been made and possession tak-
en of Land, the property of which they [the several Nations or Tribes of
Indians] had by Treaties reserved to themselves by persons claiming
the said lands under pretence of deeds of Sale and Conveyances illegal-
ly[,] fraudulently and surreptitiously obtained form the Indians,” 74

These prerogative laws protected the tenure of Aboriginal nations and
peoples in old Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland and
Labrador, who had not signed any treaties nor sold or ceded their lands
to the British sovereign. These laws were part of the constitution of the
provinces, and they prohibited royal governors from surveying or pass-
ing patent to the reserved Aboriginal lands, requiring all persons to be
removed from unceded or unpurchased Aboriginal lands. They ended
and prohibited any private purchases of Aboriginal tenure, and con-
ferred exclusively upon the sovereign a sui generis fiduciary duty, both
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contractually and equitably, to protect their Hunting Grounds until the
sovereign purchased the lands.75 

Prerogative treaties and law vested the Aboriginal tenure for the
Aboriginal nations, as reserved allodial lands.76 The provinces and col-
onies had protective and administrative obligations and services to the
sovereign to protected the prerogative interests in the land, the prov-
inces did not have any ownership, legal estate or beneficial interests in
the unpurchased Aboriginal lands. At Confederation, the sovereign and
the provinces agreed to assign these protective and administrative ob-
ligations or services to the federal dominion.77 This change of adminis-
trative agents did not change the reserved sui generis tenure; these
constitutional acts could not transfer to the federal government or the
provinces “any legal estate in the Crown lands” beyond that acquired
by the sovereign in the compact and treaties.78 In Atlantic Canada, the
“land reserved for the Indians” in s. 91(24) of the Constitution [British
North America] Act, 1867 79 continued to be vested in Aboriginal nations
by the explicit intent and wording of the British sovereign in the trea-
ties and prerogative laws.80

The entire justification for establishing Crown land titles in Atlan-
tic Canada was embedded in a presumption that because of prerogative
acts and colonial statutes protected the reserved Aboriginal “lands,
Liberties and properties,” the Aboriginal lands was part of the sover-
eign land tenure. It was seen as a use right under the common law doc-
trine of Crown tenure in Britain. The Delgamuukw guidelines rejected
this presumption, and affirmed that the unifying principle of Aborigi-
nal tenure is sui generis, it exist by Aboriginal law distinct from the com-
mon law fiction of Crown’s tenure.81 The Supreme Court of Canada has
taken pains to clarify that Aboriginal tenure is a proprietary interest
and can compete on an equal footing with other proprietary interests,82

but cannot be interpreted by the common law traditions: 

 The inescapable conclusion from the Court’s analysis of Indian ti-
tle up to this point is that the Indian interest in land is truly sui ge-
neris. It is more than the right to enjoyment and occupancy,
although, as Dickson J. pointed out in Guerin, it is difficult to de-
scribe what more in traditional [English] property terminology.83

In Mitchell v. Peguis Indian Band, Chief Justice Brian Dickson stated the
controlling interpretative principle of treaty wording is the Aboriginal
peoples understanding of the treaties:

 [...] that aboriginal understanding of words and corresponding
legal concepts in Indian treaties are to be preferred over more
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legalistic and technical constructions. This concern with aboriginal
perspective albeit in a different context, led a majority of this
Court in Guerin, to speak of the Indian interest in land as a sui gen-
eris interest, the nature of which cannot be totally captured by a
lexicon derived from European legal systems.84

In 1985, the Supreme Court interpreted the 1752 treaty in the Si-
mon case,85 and overruled another colonial presumption in Syliboy that
held “[t]he savages’ right of sovereignty even of ownership were never
recognized” by the Crown or international law.86 This precedent had
ended any discussion of Aboriginal ownership by the Canadian courts.
Chief Justice Dickson characterized the Syliboy decision and its rejection
of Aboriginal right to sovereignty and ownership as both substantively
unconvincing and a biased product of another era in Canadian law that
is inconsistent with a growing sensitivity to native rights in Canada.87 

With the rebuttal of these legal presumptions in Atlantic Canada,
the existing treaty reconciliations where the sovereign reserved and
vested the Aboriginal tenure continues and has not been lawfully extin-
guished. The reserved Aboriginal tenure in the compact and treaties
exists as distinct constitutional order of the Aboriginal peoples in the
constitution of Canada. This is a different situation from Aboriginal
tenure in British Columbia. The vesting of Aboriginal tenure in public
law before the creation of legislative assemblies made the sui generis
tenure beyond the scope of the provincial laws. Neither Nova Scotia
nor New Brunswick could amend or violate the reserved Aboriginal
tenure by prerogative treaties or the royal instructions or proclamation.
In the legal context of pre-confederation, provincial acts could not be
inconsistent with the prerogative treaties and laws, thus the provinces
did not have jurisdiction to unilaterally extinguishing a vested Aborig-
inal tenure by creating small Indian reserves. 

The constitutionally protected Aboriginal tenure in Atlantic Cana-
da is the vested Aboriginal tenure in prerogative treaties and laws.
Even if no treaty had reserved and vested the Aboriginal tenure, it
would still a constitutionally protected tenure in the constitutional or-
der. These existing prerogative laws were the source of federal delegat-
ed authority over lands reserved for the Indians in s. 91(24). In St.
Catherine’s Milling decision, where the judicial committee of the Privy
Council explained at confederation the “natural” meaning of the phrase
“Land reserved for the Indians” in s. 91(24) of the Constitution [British
North America] Act, 1867 was:

sufficient to include all lands reserved, upon any terms or condi-
tion, for Indian occupation. It appears to be the plain policy of the
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Act, in order to ensure uniformity of administration, all such
lands, and Indian affairs generally, shall be under the legislative
control of one central authority.88

In Delgamuukw, the Lamer Court held “Lands reserved for the In-
dians” by s. 91(24) itself was under federal jurisdiction, rather than
provincial jurisdictions. Chief Justice Lamer found that federal jurisdic-
tion over “Lands reserved for the Indians” included all unpurchased
and unceded Aboriginal tenure and land rights in the province of Brit-
ish Columbia, as well as provincially-created Indian reserves.89 Chief
Justice Lamer confirmed these principles in a contemporary context:

In St. Catherine’s Milling, the Privy Council held that Aboriginal title
was such an interest, and rejected the argument that provincial
ownership operated as a limit on federal jurisdiction. The net ef-
fect of that decision, therefore, was to separate the ownership of
lands held pursuant to Aboriginal title from jurisdiction over those
lands. Thus, although on surrender of Aboriginal title the province
would take absolute title, jurisdiction to accept surrenders lies
with the federal government. The same can be said of extinguish-
ment—although on extinguishment of Aboriginal title, the prov-
ince would take complete title to the land, the jurisdiction to
extinguish lies with the federal government.90

Additionally, Chief Justice Lamer noted, “even if the point were not
settled, I would have come to the same conclusion.” 91 No imperial acts
have changed the vested Aboriginal tenure in the prerogative consti-
tutional of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick between confederation
and constitutional amendment in 1982, such as the western provinces
in the Constitution Act, 1930 92 and the Natural Resource Transfer Agree-
ments, 1930.93 

The Lamer Court held that when British Columbia was admitted
to confederation in 1871 “that jurisdiction over aboriginal title must
vest with the federal government,” 94 implying “the jurisdiction to leg-
islate in relation to Aboriginal title,” and “the jurisdiction to extinguish
that title.” 95 This vested jurisdiction operates to preclude provincial ju-
risdiction to make laws96 or extinguish Aboriginal tenure or rights, “be-
cause the intention to do so would take the law outside provincial
jurisdiction”:97

s. 91(24) protects a core of federal jurisdiction even from provin-
cial laws of general application, through the operation of the doc-
trine of interjurisdictional immunity. That core has been described
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as matters touching on “Indianness” or the “core of Indianness.”
[...] It follows that aboriginal rights are part of the core of Indian-
ness at the heart of s. 91(24).98

The division of powers precludes provincial regulation over land re-
served for the Indians. As Lamer stated, “[t]he vesting of exclusive ju-
risdiction with the federal government over Indians and Indian lands
under s. 91(24), operates to preclude provincial laws in relation to
those matters.” 99 This is a federal responsibility shared with the Ab-
original peoples of Canada in accordance with s. 35(1). These princi-
ples should apply to the admission of Prince Edward Island in 1873 and
Newfoundland in 1949 to confederation. 

In Atlantic Canada, the Delgamuukw guidelines and principles
affirm the constitutional validity of Aboriginal tenure reserved in the
prerogative treaties and vested in imperial laws.100 Reserved and un-
purchased Aboriginal tenure in Atlantic Canada has not been extin-
guished by the sovereign or superseded by federal or provincial law or
settlement.101 A unified Supreme Court of Canada in Sparrow, held
that s. 35(1) is not a codification of the existing or accumulated case
law on Aboriginal or treaty rights.102 The Court affirmed that provin-
cial or federal acts or regulations could not extinguish constitutional
rights of Aboriginal peoples. It held that s. 35(1) cannot be read so as
to incorporate the specific manner in which constitutional rights were
regulated before 1982,103 and stated that federal-provincial statutory
or regulatory control of a constitutional right does not mean that the
right is extinguished, even if the control is exercised in “great
detail.” 104 Finally, the Court stated that the sovereign’s intention is
controlling and extinguishment of a constitutional right could only be
proven if the sovereign’s written command is clear and plain.105 The
Court declared that s. 35(1) not only creates a constitutional fiduciary
duty on the federal government for Aboriginal peoples but also oper-
ates as a “strong” limitation on the legislative powers of the federal
Parliament,106 as well as provincial Legislatures.107 No reason exists
why these constitutional principles do not apply in Atlantic Canada to
nullify any inconsistent provincial legislation prior to Confederation
or federal legislation after Confederation.

Together the British Columbia Court of Appeals and the Supreme
Court rejected federal and provincial Crown arguments that prior to
1982 unrecognized Aboriginal tenure was extinguished. It denied each
of their five extinguishment theories: that the assertion of Crown sov-
ereignty had extinguished Aboriginal tenure; that colonial land legisla-
tion before Confederation extinguished the Aboriginal peoples’
relations to the land; that the creation of land grants by British Colum-
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bia to settlers extinguished Aboriginal tenure because the Aboriginal
people were precluded from sustaining their relationship to the land;
that the establishment of federal Indian reserves in British Columbia
extinguished Aboriginal tenure because the Aboriginal peoples “aban-
doned” their territory; and that s. 88 of the Indian Act allowed provin-
cial laws of general application to extinguish Aboriginal rights. As
Justice Hall had said to similar arguments in Calder, the Court said
these arguments are “self-destructive.” 108 Chief Justice Lamer declared
that the Crown failed to establish any legal basis to justify the legal dis-
possession of Aboriginal peoples by provincial authority.109

In reviewing the trial judges’ decision in Delgamuukw, the British
Columbia Court of Appeal reversed the trial judge’s conclusion that be-
fore Confederation there had been blanket extinguishment of Aborigi-
nal tenure or rights.110 The Court of Appeal held that a trial judge would
have to make detailed determinations about the location and scope of
existing Aboriginal tenure and the sovereign’s clear and plain intent
and wording to extinguish it.111 This issue was not appealed to the Su-
preme Court, but should be applied to vested Aboriginal tenure in pre-
confederation Atlantic Canada.

In Delgamuukw, the Lamer Court was faced with three specific ex-
tinguishment issues: whether the province of British Columbia, from
the time it joined Confederation in 1871, until the entrenchment of s.
35(1) in 1982, had the jurisdiction to extinguish the tenure or rights of
Aboriginal peoples in that province; if the province was without such
jurisdiction, whether provincial laws of general application that were
not “in pith and substance” aimed at the extinguishment of Aboriginal
rights, could be implied to extinguish; and whether a provincial law,
which could otherwise not extinguish Aboriginal tenure or rights,
could be given that effect through referential incorporation by s. 88 of
the federal Indian Act.112 

The Court declared that the province never had constitutional au-
thority to extinguish sui generis Aboriginal tenure, that it had never
been extinguished in the past, and that Aboriginal tenure continues as
a constitutionally protected tenure in British Columbia that must be re-
spected by courts.113 These principles and a similar conclusion should
be applied to vested Aboriginal tenure in confederated Atlantic Canada.

The absence of any purchase or cession of the vested Aboriginal
tenure by the sovereign prior to 1982 creates a Aboriginal peoples ju-
risdiction over all their “lands reserved for the Indians” in Atlantic
Canada. In Delgamuukw, Chief Justice Lamer restated Sparrow’s prin-
ciple that to be recognized and affirmed by s. 35(1) Aboriginal tenure
or rights must have existed in April 17, 1982; rights that were extin-
guished by the sovereign before that time are not revived by the
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provision.114 The Supreme Court in Van der Peet held that under s.
35(1), Aboriginal tenures and rights cannot be extinguished: 

At common law Aboriginal rights did not, of course, have consti-
tutional status, with the result that Parliament could, at any time,
extinguish or regulate those rights [...] it is this which distinguish-
es the Aboriginal rights recognized and affirmed in s.35(1) from
the Aboriginal rights protected by the common law. Subsequent to
s.35(1) Aboriginal rights cannot be extinguished and can only be
regulated or infringed consistent with the justificatory test.115

Aboriginal tenure at federal common law is protected in its full form by
its constitutionalization in s. 35(1)116 by the federal government and
Aboriginal peoples. No provincial authority exists over these lands,
since the constitution and the federal common law are paramount to
provincial laws.117

No Canadian court has ever found where the Aboriginal peoples in
Atlantic Canada sold their vested treaty lands to the sovereign.118 The
last judicial review of the Nova Scotia Court of Appeal to review the le-
gal record, Chief Justice MacKeigan in Isaac stated:

No Nova Scotia treaty has been found whereby Indians ceded land
to the Crown, whereby their rights on any land were specifically ex-
tinguished, or whereby they agreed to accept and retire to specific
reserves, although thorough archival research might well disclose
records of informal agreements, especially in the early 1800’s when
reserves were established by executive order. [...] I have been un-
able to find any record of any treaty, agreement or arrangement af-
ter 1780 extinguishing, modifying or confirming the Indian right to
hunt and fish, or any other records of any cession or release of
rights or lands by the Indians. [...] The review has confirmed that
Indians have a special relationship with the lands they occupy, not
merely a quaint tradition, but rather a right recognized in law.119

No archival evidence exists that they Aboriginal peoples sold or ceded
their Aboriginal tenure to the British sovereign or that the sovereign
authorized the executive orders or any extinguishment, modification,
cession or purchase of the reserved lands. No sovereign acts provide for
grants in fee simple contrary to prerogative treaties or laws. As Justice
Lamer stated in Sioui about contemporary treaties in Quebec:

The British Crown recognized that the Indians had certain owner-
ship rights over their land ...[and] allowed them autonomy in their
internal affairs, intervening in this area as little as possible.120
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The lands reserved for the Indians in Atlantic Canada under preroga-
tive acts have not been sold or transferred from Aboriginal tenure to
Crown tenure.

In Delgamuukw the Court noted that Aboriginal title and rights rec-
ognized and affirmed by s. 35(1) are not absolute. According to the di-
vision of powers doctrine, Aboriginal rights may be infringed, both by
the federal (e.g., Sparrow) and provincial (e.g., Côté) governments.121

However, the Lamer Court declare that such justified infringements of
s. 35(1) requires fair compensation to Aboriginal peoples:

In keeping with the duty of honour and good faith on the Crown,
fair compensation will ordinarily be required when Aboriginal title
is infringed. The amount of compensation payable will vary with
the nature of the particular Aboriginal title affected and with the
nature and severity of the infringement and the extent to which
Aboriginal interests were accommodated.122

This guideline affirms the existing principle of both common law and
statute that the Crown may not expropriate a property interest with-
out compensation, and applies the principle to external regulation of
Aboriginal tenure. This is especially relevant when prerogative treaties
and law vest the Aboriginal tenure in the Aboriginal nations, tribes, or
peoples.

Any provincial or federal infringement of the reserved Aboriginal
tenure under prerogative laws requires fair compensation. Both the
Court of Appeal and the Supreme Court in Delgamuukw have suggested
that compensation is appropriate for past federal and provincial regu-
lation of Aboriginal tenure.123 Justice Macfarlane for the majority of
British Columbia Court of Appeal held that compensatory damages
from the province might be the appropriate remedy for pre-1982 regu-
latory infringements of Aboriginal tenure.124 Justice Gerard La Forest in
the Supreme Court declared that Aboriginal tenure is a compensable
right that can be traced back to the Royal Proclamation, 1763.125 These
principles are applicable to the actions of the provinces of Atlantic Can-
ada toward Aboriginal law and tenures.

Fair compensation is a revenue-sharing issue between the Crown
and the Aboriginal peoples, rather than an issue between the Aborig-
inal peoples and the purchasers from the Crown. The Supreme Court
and the Privy Council held in St. Catherine’s that the provinces under
s. 109 could acquire a beneficial interest in Aboriginal territories as a
source of revenue only when the estate of the Crown is disencumbered
of the Indian tenure.126 In Delgamuukw, the Court rejected the provin-
cial Crown argument that the imperial Parliament in s. 109 of the Con-
stitution Act, 1867 “vested” the province with the underlying title to
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Aboriginal tenure.127 Moreover, the Lamer Court held that Aboriginal
tenure in British Columbia was not extinguished by provincial or fed-
eral legislation and the province had not acquired beneficial interest
under s. 109. 

Since Aboriginal tenure in Atlantic Canada has not been disen-
cumbered, neither the provincial nor federal Crown has any “ultimate”
interest, since s. 35(1) has vested such unextinguished tenures in the
Aboriginal peoples. Their Lordships of the Privy Council admitted in
St. Catherine’s that if the Ojibwa had been “the owners of fee simple of
the territory” at Confederation, the province might not have derived
any benefit from the cession, since the land was not vested in the sov-
ereign at Confederation.128 This is exactly the situation of the Wabanaki
and Míkmaw tenure at Confederation: it was an explicit, vested sui-ge-
neris tenure recognized and affirmed by the British sovereign in the
compact, treaties and prerogative law that would prevent the province
or the federal government from deriving any beneficial interest over the
reserved territory. Without a consensual sale and purchase of reserved
Aboriginal tenure before 1982, the intangible future interest in the
contemplation of the sovereign was never perfected, and under s. 35(1)
of the Constitution Act, 1982, the reserved Aboriginal tenure is vested in
the Aboriginal peoples according to their laws.

In sum, the vested Aboriginal tenure by prerogative treaties and
law has been affirmed by s. 35(1) of the Constitution Act, 1982 as a con-
stitutional right to the land itself. The Aboriginal peoples had every
right to rely on the Crown’s promises that it intended to respect their
tenure protected under their compact and treaties. They were entitled
by their compact and treaties to assert their Aboriginal law over their
reserved ancestral lands as a legal right, a civil right. They were entitled
to have their settled expectations transformed into positive constitu-
tional laws creating reliance-based rights. A fundamental principle of
British law is that courts will assume that the British sovereign intends
that the right of property of the inhabitants of any newly ceded territory
will be fully respected.129 

As the Delgamuukw constitutional principles and guidelines illus-
trate, the passage of time cannot validate an unconstitutional statutes
or unlawful settlements and uses.130 Colonial administration or regula-
tion of these protected tenures or rights, either provincially or federally,
could not legally extinguish this distinct legal realm or the reserved
tenure, since such action would be a violation of the fundamental con-
stitutional regime of Great Britain and Canada and ultra vires.131 An act
that is inconsistent with the constitution of Canada has never been and
cannot become valid law, since its radical invalidity remains with the
act until it is either repealed or struck down.132
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Aboriginal and treaty tenures and rights do not cease to exist be-
cause the Crown’s servants fail to secure them. To make the suggestion
of implied extinguishment by colonial settlements of constitutional
rights, especially those vested or protected Aboriginal tenure by pre-
rogative laws, is to attempt to enshrine the perverse notion that rights
are not to be legally protected in precisely those situations when pro-
tection is essential. In the response to Delgamuukw guidelines, it is now
essential for the federal government to turn its resources to the issue
of negotiation, compensation, and remedies for those who have been
victimized by centuries of illegal and colonialist conduct. The highest
court in Canada has again rejected Atlantic Canada’s old colonial legal
mentality and its defenses against Aboriginal tenure.
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